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THE THESIS STATEMENT
What does a thesis statement accomplish?

A thesis statement…
…proves a specific argument to your reader

…forecasts your interpretation to your reader
…deepens your reader’s understanding of the text
…anticipates your reader’s questions How? + Why?



THE THESIS STATEMENT
What does a thesis statement accomplish?

→ Topic
What you are writing about

→ Goal
What you will accomplish

Theme

Thesis



THE THESIS STATEMENT

• A thesis is a specific interpretation you will prove to 
your reader.

• A thesis transcends obvious + common knowledge.
• You write about a theme (e.g.: A topic: Freud’s theories 

applied to social media), but you prove a thesis (e.g.: A goal: 
Twitter Hearts expose underlying insecurities about emotional 
connections and a self-indulgence implicit of our public identity.).

• The analytical essay comes full circle, connecting the 
interpretation (conclusion) back to the thesis 
(introduction).

What is it?



• Free Writing: Write non-stop for 10 minutes 
whatever comes to mind. No filters, no editing.

• Brainstorming: List everything you think about 
your topic. No organizing, just let your ideas flow.

• Mind Mapping: Write topic in the center of 
paper, write related ideas, draw arrows + branches 
to show relationships + comparisons/contrasts

• Questioning: What questions would someone 
have about your topic? Who + What + Where + 
When + Why + How?

THE THESIS STATEMENT
How do I start? Some strategies…



Writing a thesis statement is a process.

Writing a thesis statement takes time + 
effort + multiple drafts.

If you write a thesis statement quickly and 
blithely, your essay will inevitably be 

superficial and will earn a poor grade.

Translation: 👎😭😱💩!

THE THESIS STATEMENT





• Freud’s concept of happiness applied to the addictiveness of Social Media
• Obsessively checking phone + social media: Psych research=Hits of dopamine
• Social media: Implicit distance between users (you to me)
• Counter-Argument: Social media can connect, bring people together
• The Id: Instinctual drives + satisfaction; pleasure principle, inclination to aggression; id 

contains libido
• Purpose of life=Happiness. Absence of pain, seeking pleasure
• Search for happiness: Deflection, substitution, intoxicants (41)
• “We can derive intense enjoyment only from a contrast and very little from a state of 

things” (43)
• Happiness “cannot be fulfilled, yet we must not—indeed, we cannot—give up our 

efforts to bring it nearer to fulfillment” (54)
• More control over natural world, but hasn’t increased happiness (60); civilization 

responsible for our suffering, happier in primitive conditions
• “A love that does not discriminate seems to me to forfeit a part of its own value, by 

doing injustice to its object; and secondly, not all men are worthy of love” (82)
• Love entails sacrifice (91) + Is a stranger worthy of my love? (93)

THE THESIS STATEMENT
Brainstorming…



Draft 1: Sigmund Freud asserts that happiness is our lives’ 
motivation in that humanity seeks to diminish pain and increase 
pleasure. In our current age of self-indulgence and self-promotion, 
hundreds of millions of people seek to satisfy the Freudian pleasure 
principle via social media. The instant feedback—Facebook’s Thumbs 
Up, Instagram and Twitter’s Hearts, Snapchat’s Scores—are symbols 
of validation that channel Freud’s concept of substitution to bridge 
the interpersonal distance inherent in our use of social media.

THE THESIS STATEMENT
Write+Edit+Rewrite+Edit+Rewrite+Edit+Rewrite

It’s still just a topic: What I’m going to prove about 
happiness and social media? What is my goal?

A thesis is a process, so…



Draft 2:  With 328 million active users whose tweets receive an 
average of 10.43 Hearts each, Twitter sates the Freudian id by providing 
its users instant gratification. Via Twitter’s Hearts, our followers 
continuously affirm our public persona in ways that previously came only 
incrementally and with great effort (e.g., an athletic victory, academic 
grades, career success, long-term relationships). Users’ exchanges of 
Twitter Hearts frames Freudian happiness as an approval feedback loop, 
ultimately producing merely an avatar of a relationship: mimicking human 
interactions but stripping out pleasurable nuances and frustrating 
complexities, leaving a hollow representation of emotional connection.

THE THESIS STATEMENT
The Evolution of a Thesis

But I need to go deeper! What am I am going to 
prove about the Freudian id? What is my goal?



Draft 3: Humanity seeks interpersonal connections, which over months and years we 
synthesize into deep, nuanced relationships. Social media’s emotional shorthand of Likes, 
however, replaces the challenges and fulfillment of complex human interactions with 
ego-pacifying instant gratification. Twitter, for instance, mollifies its 328 million active users 
with Freud’s pleasure principle—maximizing validation and minimizing disapproval—
through the exchange of the universal symbol of love, the Heart. Of the 500 million 
tweets sent per day, each tweet receives an average of 10.43 Hearts, resulting in a 
saturation of virtual—and ultimately superficial—approval. When interpreted through 
the lens of the Freudian Id, the Twitter Heart becomes a metonym for contemporary 
human relationships: We prize sterilized emotional validation without the difficulties and 
disappointments of human interaction. As relationships are increasingly superficial and 
fragmented (e.g., university hook-up culture or divorce rates over 60%), the interchange 
of Twitter Hearts ultimately exposes humanity’s underlying insecurity about our 
emotional connections and the self-indulgence implicit of our public identity.

THE THESIS STATEMENT
The Evolution of a Thesis

Yes! A clear goal. A successful thesis.



Freud
Approves



What I Cut…



What I Cut…

FREUD THESIS LESSON: FREUDIAN HAPPINESS + SOCIAL MEDIA
Brainstorming: Freud’s concept of happiness + Social Media
The Id: Instinctual drives + satisfaction; pleasure principle, inclination to aggression; id contains libido
Search for happiness: Deflection, substitution, intoxicants (41)
Purpose of life=Happiness. Absence of pain, seeking pleasure
Counter-examples: Fulfillment, contentment. Higher levels of happiness?
“We can derive intense enjoyment only from a contrast and very little from a state of things” (43)
Happiness “cannot be fulfilled, yet we must not—indeed, we cannot—give up our efforts to bring it nearer to fulfillment” (54)
More control over natural world, but hasn’t increased happiness (60); civilization responsible for our suffering, happier in 
primitive conditions 
SF’s concept of happiness applied to the addictiveness of social media
Obsessively checking cell phone + social media: Psychological research=Hits of dopamine
Social media: Implicit distance between users (you to me)
Counter-Argument: Social media can connect, bring people together
“A love that does not discriminate seems to me to forfeit a part of its own value, by doing injustice to its object; and 
secondly, not all men are worthy of love” (82)
Love entails sacrifice (91)
Is a stranger worthy of my love? (93)
Love your enemies vs human aggressiveness (93)
Civilization: restrictions on love, sexual life (83, 84)
Draft 1
Sigmund Freud asserts that happiness is our lives’ motivation in that humanity seeks to diminish pain and increase 
pleasure. In our current age of self-indulgence and self-promotion, hundreds of millions of people seek to satisfy the 
Freudian pleasure principle via social media. The instant feedback—Facebook’s Thumbs Up, Instagram and Twitter’s 
Hearts, Snapchat’s Scores—are symbols of acceptance/approval/validation that channel Freud’s concept of substitution to 
bridge the interpersonal distance inherent in our use of social media.
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What I Cut…

Page 2

Commentary:
Good start, but it’s only a topic: Freud applied to social media.
It needs to be more specific. What exactly am I going to prove about happiness and social media?
How do I interpret these symbols of acceptance?
What do they mean?
Draft 2: 
With 310 million active users whose tweets receive an average of 10.43 Hearts each, Twitter sates the Freudian id by 
providing its users instant gratification. Via Twitter’s Favorites (since November 2015 rebranded as Hearts), our followers 
may continuously affirm our public persona in ways that previously came only incrementally and with great effort (e.g., a 
victory in athletics, grades in academics, success in career).
Users’ exchange of Twitter Hearts frames Freudian happiness as an approval feedback loop, but it ultimately produces 
merely an avatar of a relationship, mimicking human interactions but stripping out pleasurable nuances and frustrating 
complexities, leaving a hollow representation of emotional connection.
• Twitter identity is ultimately a character that we play/inhabit
Happiness filtered
As the universal symbol of love, Hearts are a [blunt response] to the limited 140 characters of our interactions, 
The 140 characters of a tweet necessarily truncate the nuances of our interactions/expression 
Commentary:
Better. More focused. But I need to go deeper. Specifically what am I going to show or prove about happiness as approval 
x popularity?]
What meaning does that hollow relationship suggest? What is the meaning behind that representation?
[Overlay: Boxes + arrows to show what I need to expound on.]
Freud’s concept of happiness
• limit to Twitter: 1) the 140 character limit, 2) the Favorite changed to “Heart” in 2015
• is ultimately [futile/stymied],
• [disappointment, betrayal, mistrust, anger, resentment]



What I Cut…
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Draft 3
Human beings seek interpersonal connections—entailing approval and acceptance as well as difficulties and 
disappointments—which over months and years we synthesize into deep, nuanced relationships. Social media’s emotional 
shorthand, however, often recasts happiness as instant gratification more than emotional connection. Twitter, for instance, 
mollifies its 310 million active users with Freud’s pleasure principle—maximizing validation and minimizing disapproval—by 
rewarding favorite tweets the universal symbol of love, the Heart. Of the 500 million tweets sent per day, every tweet 
receives an average of 10.43 Hearts, a saturation of virtual—and ultimately superficial—approval. Indeed Twitter’s Heart 
represents a sanitizing of human relationships: The Freudian id turns self-indulgent as we increasingly craft a public identity 
on Twitter that replaces complex human interactions with fleeting, ego-driven validation.
Number of hearts/popularity = validation
/approval/validation
Foregrounding
Where is my thesis?
“I am going to prove that…” [before last sentence]
through which one navigates
[a steady accretion over months and years]
[human relationships are more nuanced, complex][emotional connection]
in that happiness becomes redefined as positive feedback [loop]
[the universal symbol of love],
However by reading the Twitter Heart through the Freudian id/pleasure principle shows 
Therefore in Twitter, Freud’s concept of happiness must be parsed/refined/redefined/honed
seek approval/validation
Ultimately, [it says that] happiness equals validation, instead of the challenge of forging relationships with their inevitable ebb 
and flow of human emotions/human relationships. 
of human interaction
[The universal symbol of love, the heart represents a sanitizing of ]
The selfie: An extension of ourselves. We can craft our image/identity, present a filtered self rather than a self with flaws, 
imperfections 



What I Cut…
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an ever-fleeting
a shortcut to 
lonlieness/and serves as a pleasurable diversion from life’s suffering/acceptance.
(satisfaction, pleasure principle)
superficial 
/forge
and self-defeating
mass/overabundant dissemination of
[As an expression of the Freudian id,]
[satisfies/sate/mollifies/offers a mollification of]
<Interpreting the Twitter Heart through the id shows that>
• Self-defeating: to pacify our [lack of deep/complex relationships]
the feedback loop of
• /ego-boost / validation/
approval and validation.
contentment and fulfillment
[/our quest for happiness] showing our desire/predilection for
<although a universal symbol of love is ironic in that it>
waters down our interactions
blur the line between what we write and who we are
the 140 characters followed by Heart feedback [has become a substitution for interaction for the nuances and complexities of 
our relationships
has supplanted/supplants the nuances and complexities of our relationships. [to what effect]
<magnified/amplified by the number of Hearts or Retweets we receive,>
acceptance, , and validation
Human beings seek interpersonal connections—entailing approval and acceptance as well as difficulties and disappointments
—which over months and years we synthesize into deep, nuanced relationships. Social media’s emotional shorthand, 
however, recasts happiness as instant gratification more than emotional connection. 



What I Cut…
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Twitter, for instance, mollifies its 310 million active users with Freud’s pleasure principle—maximizing validation and 
minimizing disapproval—by exchanging the universal symbol of love, the Heart.
Of the 500 million tweets sent per day, every tweet receives an average of 10.43 Hearts, a saturation of virtual—and 
ultimately superficial—approval. Twitter’s Heart represents a sanitizing of human relationships:
The Freudian id turns into self-indulgence as we increasingly craft a public identity on Twitter that replaces complex human 
interactions with fleeting, ego-driven validation.
What does it say about us? Our use of Twitter It says we are self-indulgent:
We seek the emotional validation of relationships without the emotional attachment/messiness/while keeping a secure 
distance/emotional distance.
Twitter Hearts provide validation without disapproval: They allow us to replace complex human interactions with sanitized
shows that we are increasingly insecure about our public identity/want to keep emotional
<of the Freudian id>
 <We seek control in mere simulations of human connection.>
/want to keep emotional distance/buffers/create a virtual space where we can control.
A virtual safe space the approval and validation/ on Twitter that replaces with validation.
the messiness/while keeping a secure distance/
[with control/safety net].]
recasts happiness as /
entailing approval and acceptance as well as
<we indulge in> we prize sterile emotional safety over realness




